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XProtect® Enterprise

Seeing
is believing
Feature rich software for powerful surveillance
Milestone XProtect Enterprise is advanced open platform IP
video management software (VMS) for medium and largescale installations. It provides operators with an effective way
to manage the entire surveillance system, including viewing
an unlimited number of cameras*, controlling access points
and creating evidence.
XProtect Enterprise has configuration wizards and automatic
hardware detection, which significantly reduce the time
and cost of installing large systems. With multi-layered and
interactive maps, the software provides situational awareness

of multi-site installations. Ideal for daily users and operators
who want sophisticated live monitoring, XProtect Enterprise
has efficient alarm handling and unique camera navigation to
track moving objects.
XProtect Enterprise also supports endless integration possibilities, allowing users to add customized functionality to
create a unique security solution.
*For most installations larger than 250 cameras, Milestone recommends using our premium
product XProtect ® Corporate

Easy to deploy and operate
large, multi-site installations
Live view

Advanced software
delivering ultimate
usability with powerful tools such as:
Export or import system and user configuration data for backups or
multi-site cloning
Automatic system
restoration points enable
users to cancel undesired
changes and easily revert
to previous configurations
Archive on event allows
the video archive process
to be triggered based on a
time schedule or an event

XProtect Enterprise has many helpful features that simplify the process of deploying large, multi-site installations, such as an automatic installer that enables a
faster installation process. Installation is further simplified with smart bulk configuration, which allows multiple cameras to easily be set up with similar settings,
saving time in installations with many cameras. With support for the free utility
Software Manager, users can simply and quickly deploy and upgrade XProtect
Enterprise from a single application, significantly reducing the time needed to
maintain large installations.
XProtect Enterprise is powered by XProtect® Smart Client, the daily operator
interface that gives instant access to live and recorded video. Available in 26 languages, XProtect Smart Client has a wide array of advanced features that make it
easy to intuitively operate your system, view video, respond to alarms, investigate
incidents and handle evidence.
Keep operations running smoothly with System Watch, a free utility that alerts
security operators when there is a system failure. Receive immediate notification
from an input/output device, such as a alarm, when there is hard drive, recording
server or camera failure, offering an additional level of reliability.

Privacy masking lets
parts of an image be concealed in live, playback
and exported video to
prevent them from being
viewed
Long-term video storage is cost-effective with
dynamic archiving that
saves valuable disk space
by storing short-term
video on fast, local disks
while historical data is
moved to less expensive,
networked disk systems
Dual streaming, with two
independent configurable
video streams, allows for
remote viewing of a video
at a lower resolution and
high-qualtiy video for live
recording
Advanced alert handling allows recordings
to be triggered by events
or motion detection and
emails or SMS notifications are sent about the
incident			

Advanced live monitoring solution

Get an overview of the entire installation with three innovative features that provide
situational awareness to help visually verify incidents and maintain complete control

Map
Interactive, multi-layered maps provide
a comprehensive overview of an entire
surveillance installation, allowing for quick
detection of trouble areas.
Components such as cameras, speakers
and input/output devices can be overlayed
on any image of an installation giving an
outstanding visual overview. Maps also improve response time with instant notification
of security breaches and real-time status of
system devices.

Alarm Manager

The Alarm Manager consolidates alarms from all
connected security devices and systems for immediate visual verification, helping decrease the number
of false alarms.
A prioritized alarm list gives an overview of active
alarms and their severity. System alarms can be set
up to immediately detect system problems such as
malfunctioning cameras, storage servers and other
components.

Camera Navigator

The Camera Navigator collects camera locations, camera names and view areas, making
surveillance locations easy to navigate.
Moving objects are easily tracked because
the views of cameras nearby the camera in
the current view are automatically displayed
on the screen.

The Milestone Open Platform

A foundation for long-term success

Milestone’s XProtect open platform video management software
(VMS) integrates with the industry’s widest choice in cameras, giving you the freedom to choose equipment according to your needs
and budget. Committed to providing a true IP video open platform
and freedom of choice, Milestone is proud to be among the first
VMS vendors to support and lead the future progress of ONVIF and
PSIA standards.
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About Milestone Systems
Founded in 1998, Milestone Systems is the global
industry leader in open platform IP video management software. The XProtect platform delivers powerful surveillance that is easy to manage, reliable and
proven in thousands of customer installations around
the world. With support for the widest choice in network hardware and integration with other systems,
XProtect provides best-in-class solutions to video enable organizations – managing risks, protecting people and assets, optimizing processes and reducing
costs. Milestone software is sold through authorized
and certified partners. For more information, visit:
www.milestonesys.com
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Integrate applications and systems into XProtect VMS with the Milestone Integration Platform Software Development Kit (MIP SDK).
The open architecture of XProtect, together with the MIP SDK,
allows for endless possibilities to add features and functionality for
creating powerful, custom surveillance solutions.
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